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 The Geography of You and Me
by Jennifer E. Smith

ISBN: 9780316254779
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 352
Price: $20.00

Lucy lives on the twenty-fourth floor. Owen lives in the basement. It's fitting, then, that they meet in the middle -- stuck between two floors of a New York
City apartment building, on an elevator rendered useless by a citywide blackout. After they're rescued, Lucy and Owen spend the night wandering the
darkened streets and marveling at the rare appearance of stars above Manhattan. But once the power is back, so is reality. Lucy soon moves abroad with her
parents, while Owen heads out west with his father.

The brief time they spend together leaves a mark. And as their lives take them to Edinburgh and to San Francisco, to Prague and to Portland, Lucy and Owen
stay in touch through postcards, occasional e-mails, and phone calls. But can they -- despite the odds -- find a way to reunite?

Smartly observed and wonderfully romantic, Jennifer E. Smith's new novel shows that the center of the world isn't necessarily a place. Sometimes, it can be a
person.

 The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight
by Jennifer E. Smith

ISBN: 9780316122399
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
Pub. Date: 2013-01-01
Pages: 272
Price: $11.00

Who would have guessed that four minutes could change everything?

Today should be one of the worst days of seventeen-year-old Hadley Sullivan's life. Having missed her flight, she's stuck at JFK airport and late to her
father's second wedding, which is taking place in London and involves a soon-to-be stepmother Hadley's never even met. Then she meets the perfect boy in
the airport's cramped waiting area. His name is Oliver, he's British, and he's sitting in her row. 
A long night on the plane passes in the blink of an eye, and Hadley and Oliver lose track of each other in the airport chaos upon arrival. Can fate intervene to
bring them together once more?

  Quirks of timing play out in this romantic and cinematic novel about family connections, second chances, and first loves. Set over a twenty-four-hour-
period, Hadley and Oliver's story will make you believe that true love finds you when you're least expecting it.

 This Is What Happy Looks Like
by Jennifer E. Smith

ISBN: 9780316212816
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
Pub. Date: 2013-12-24
Pages: 432
Price: $11.00

If fate sent you an email, would you answer?

When teenage movie star Graham Larkin accidentally sends small town girl Ellie O'Neill an email about his pet pig, the two seventeen-year-olds strike up a
witty and unforgettable correspondence, discussing everything under the sun, except for their names or backgrounds. 

Then Graham finds out that Ellie's Maine hometown is the perfect location for his latest film, and he decides to take their relationship from online to in-
person. But can a star as famous as Graham really start a relationship with an ordinary girl like Ellie? And why does Ellie want to avoid the media's spotlight
at all costs?
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 You are Here

by Jennifer E. Smith

ISBN: 9781442434394
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers
Pub. Date: 2012-04-24
Pages: 256
Price: $11.99

Now in paperback with a new cover, Jennifer E. Smith's breathtaking novel about finding out where you are going by discovering what you've left
behind.Emma and her neighbor Peter are both lonely in a way that only bothers them on occasion. They both come from families they don't quite understand.
They both feel like something big is missing from their lives--and they're both about to search for answers. When Emma makes a discovery that shakes the
foundations of her identity, she convinces Peter to join her for a road trip. Each of them has something to find: For Emma, it is a grave--a grave that may be
her only connection to her family. Peter is seeking something harder to define, but perhaps easier to navigate--a freedom, a sense of something more than
what he has. Together, they take to the open road, engaging in a universal quest to make sense of who they are and where they come from...and learning a
thing or two about love along the way.
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